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	Create a Tumblelog and start posting--this fun, portable guide shows you how


	Tumblr may be a microblogging platform, but there's nothing micro about it. There's no limit to what you can post in your blog--from text, photos, and links to audio, video, slideshows, and more. Now you can join the over 28 million Tumblelogs on Tumblr with this handy, portable guide. In the popular, For Dummies, easy-access style, this practical book shows you exactly what to do to get the most out of Tumblr. Set up your account, choose a theme, post from your computer or phone, see how to reblog content, and before you know it, you're off and Tumbling.

	
		Guides you in how to join and get the most out of Tumblr
	
		Shows you how to set up an account, choose a theme, customize your Tumblelog, and use the dashboard
	
		Explains how to follow other Tumblr users and reblog their content, and post from your browser, phone, or email
	
		Offers tips, trick, and techniques to make everything easy



	All the detail you need to get up and running on this fun microblogging platform is here, in Tumblr For Dummies Portable Edition.
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Blu-ray Disc DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2008
The Latest Tips and Techniques for Getting the Maximum from Blu-ray Technology
Blu-ray Disc Demystified provides the most current information and applications available for this popular high-definition optical disc format. Written by a team of experts with a wide range of experience in DVD and high-definition...
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Mac OS X ProgrammingNew Riders Publishing, 2001
Mac OS X Programming assumes nothing on the part of its reader, other than common sense and an interest in learning how to use Carbon to write software applications for modern Macintosh computers. Therefore, it'll serve you well if you've chosen Mac OS X as the operating system under which you'll take your first steps as a novice...
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Network Protocols HandbookJavvin Technologies, 2005
We are living in the IT(Information Technologies) times. The IT provides us many powerful tools that have significantly changed our way of life, work and business operations. Among all the IT advancements, Internet has the most impact in every aspect of our society for the past 20 years. From Internet, people can get instant news, communicate with...
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Drupal User's Guide: Building and Administering a Successful Drupal-Powered Web SitePrentice Hall, 2011


	In the late 1990s I began my career in Web development by making simple Web

	pages while studying at college. My degree in science and the environment combined

	with my summer jobs of Web site building landed me a job as a project manager at a

	firm making Web sites for environmental organizations. The in-house programmer

	would...
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GUI Design for Android AppsApress, 2014

	GUI Design for Android Apps is the perfect—and concise—introduction for mobile app developers and designers. Through easy-to-follow tutorials, code samples, and case studies, the book shows the must-know principles for user-interface design for Android apps running on the Intel platform, including...
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Design Through Verilog HDLJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
A comprehensive resource on Verilog HDL for beginners and experts
    Large and complicated digital circuits can be incorporated into hardware by using Verilog, a hardware description language (HDL). A designer aspiring to master this versatile language must first become familiar with its constructs, practice their use in real applications, and...
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